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Beneath the Skin
The contemporary age is defined by a desire for total
interconnectivity – known in the trade as The Singularity.
The dream and promise of the Singularity Feedback Loop
is one of a total collective consciousness, humanity and
machines singing seamlessly from the same song sheet – with
individuality somehow retained as a bolt hole when there
are too many voices in the head. Within this process, the
cyber-syndication of visual imagery has barely begun. When
innovations such as retinal ID reading becomes hostage to
mass marketing corporations, society’s worst fears, as conjured
in Stephen Spielberg’s 2002 film, Minority Report, will likely be
realized. Too remote? Look no further than a recent television
advertisement in which one man’s honesty in a shopping
center is instantly rewarded and advertised on billboard and
screens throughout the complex. How cool (or narcissistic) is
that? Only just beginning.
But art, and indeed printmaking, has been preparing us for
this age for a long time. The invention of the printed book in
Western Europe created high levels of anxiety about the rise
of literate masses. Ruling classes aside there were doubtless
manuscript illuminators who were also anxious, but for
different reasons. From Durer to Warhol and beyond, the
story however has been of total embrace of the possibilities
and discrete aesthetics of printmaking as an expressive vehicle.
But despite printmaking’s credentials (in Australia at least)
being given a boost by the emergence of collectives, such as
the Sydney-based Earthworks Poster Collective and similar
screen-print-based initiatives linked with the Progressive Art
Movement in Adelaide, in the 1970s, the counter culture status
that printmaking enjoyed melted away in the ‘post-medium’
postmodernist 1980s. Ironically, the removal of this sense of
social obligation (printmaking allied with political/social causes)
appears to have given permission or encouragement to many
contemporary artists to re-engage with printmaking as a
creative medium.

Spread (top to bottom, left to right)
Lorelei Medcalf, St Peter’s Roller, 2012, wood, leather, tacks,
copper wire, 12 x 5 x 5cm
Suzie Lockery, Untitled, 2012, mixed media, dimensions variable
Joshua Searson, Quit Now, 2012, etching on aluminium, 45 x 35cm
Mei Sheong Wong, Michael Goodchild, 2012, copper plates with
etching, aquatint, sugarlift, 25 x 20cm
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But the rules of engagement have changed, driven in part
by technological change such as digitized imagery and ink
jet printing which can deliver on any possible scale and onto
almost any surface. Into this mix drop the breakthrough
additive technologies associated with 3D printing with its
selective laser sintering and the notion of what constitutes a
print is thrown wide open. Critical frameworks associated with
postmodernist discourse have also played a part in redefining
printmaking. Recent examples of such radical re-appraisals
could be seen in the Museum of Modern Art‘s Print/Out and
Printin’ exhibition which included etchings by Thomas Schütte
hung on lines like washing. Also included was a performance/
installation Copy Light/Factory by the Copenhagen-based
artist group SUPERFLEX, intended to challenge copyright and
trademark systems. The process of creating lamps by printing
out digital images at a computer workstation nonsensically
made copies of copies to produce new originals. The inclusion
in Printin’ of late 1950s and mid 1960s experimental films
by Len Lye, in which the artist had scribed with dental tools
into the surface of the film, is an indication of how broadly
the gallery world is reassessing the idea of what a ‘print’ or
‘printmaking’ might actually be.

Heavy Metal belongs in this expanded and emerging context.
It demonstrates print-specific as well as print-related practice.
The four artists: Mei Wong, Suzie Lockery, Lorelei Medcalf
and Joshua Searson have all come to printmaking through
conventional means. Their passion for producing printed
images through the agency of manipulating metal is authentic.
Their sense of printmaking history is strong. And yet their
strategies for exploring the possibilities of metal-mediated
printmaking embrace activities, which blur distinctions between
printmaking, sculpture and even installation. The fact that
some of this group favour exhibiting the ‘plates’ over the ‘print’,
or at least present them in parallel, is an indication of how their
creative imaginations have homed in on the dialogue that
takes place between the artist, plate and print.

With Lockery it is the combination of soft ground, sugar lift
and aquatint etching processes which enable her to translate
detritus sourced from urban environments into a distinct
visual aesthetic. “It resonates”, she says, ”with my own visual
language and enables me to create organic, map-like forms.
My intention is to create a kind of ‘universal’ visual language
- the ‘mapping’ not being representational of a specific place
or places, but of ‘place’ itself. The overall aesthetic is intended
to sit at a point between the familiar and the unfamiliar, so as
to question our sense of connection to place.” The rust, which
is progressively eating the life out of the signage on Searson’s
metal plates, is synonymous, for the artist, with a process of
time defining what lives or dies, what endures, is authentic and
or fades away.

The intense materiality of the etching and associated metal
working processes (including such things as scraping,
engraving, dry point, burnishing, sugar lift, mezzotint and
aquatint) almost guarantees some kind of bond between
maker and materials, and indeed, process. As Medcalf
comments, “I love the magic of it, the surprise element of
pulling a print. There is so much you can do with a single
plate, pushing it through so many different stages.” Assisting in
this ‘pushing’ is a formidable quiver of improvised hand tools
which the artist has invented to facilitate a rich vocabulary of
marks, gouges, lines and patterns. They look like instruments
of torture. The artist, when reflecting on process, talks about
a kind of violence involved in working with the plate and
subjecting it to the acid test. The drawings Medcalf has made
of these same hand tools invite the viewer to journey deeper
into an arcane world towards uncertain ends.

Wong’s relationship with the etching process is closely aligned
with her commitment to the act of drawing. This is clearly
evident in her assured line work delineating the various
characters and workings she observed in mining sites around
Prominent Hill. But an infatuation with the etching process
has seen the artist inflecting these figurative images with rich
textures and profiling created by aquatinting, sugar lift, foul
biting and deep etching. In this way social realist imagery is
translated into something approaching the poetic. An insight
into the artist’s approach to the medium is provided by her
statement that a central concern in her work “is the human
condition: our transient awareness, and the disparate nature of
consciousness.”

